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Summary:

The possibility of materials with organized porous structure, given size
and pore allocation, deriving from wire is established by its regulated winding
on mandrel, deformation in conditions of isostatic loading and consequent
sintering (if necessary).

To determine power characteristics of the pressing technological
process, the calculating of workpiece (in the form of winding skew) tense-
deformation state is made. Studying regularities of deformation field changing
during the plastic strain in consideration of winding skew fields initial structure
allowed to define structural characteristics of finished articles.

The technology of producing permeable materials with organized
porous structure is developed.
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Producing materials with organized porous structure, given size and
pore allocation is relevant for new engineering development in the field of
liquid and gas dispersal, noise and flame extinction, when realizing catalytic
and sorption processes. The possibility of such materials deriving from wire is
established by its regulated winding on mandrel, deformation in conditions of
isostatic loading and consequent sintering (if necessary).

The creation of porous materials assumes necessity of their structural
performances study, the control with which to the greatest extent is carried
out at the stage of wire winding.
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The winding of wire with diameter d (fig. 1) on mandrel is carried out at
the angle p to a plane, perpendicular to mandrel axis, in strata n, ensuring a
clearance s between two next unidirectional coils of a stratum.

Fig. 1. The scheme of working of the winding skew field by the winding of
wire on mandrel

The structural performances (porosity, porosity, coefficient of
serpiginous of pores, pore sizes, specific surface of pores) belong to
geometrical class and can be defined analytically.

For porous skew fields of winding on the wire basis the following
expression of porosity fl is obtained:

For porous skew fields of winding on the wire basis the expression of
porosity c looks like:

-HP <2»
It is known, that for materials with the organized pore structure the

coefficient of serpiginous of pores is £, = n/c (1). Then, in view of
expressions 1 and 2 we have:

f P)
For porous skew fields of winding on the wire basis specific surface of

pores is Sv = 4 • (1 - fl) / d (2). With the account 1 we shall receive:

In fig. 2 the scheme of generatrix is figured at winding a porous skew
field of a mesh, which shape generally looks like a rhomb, and stacking of
wire in places of intersection of differently directed coils of one stratum.
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a)

Fig. 2. The scheme of generatrix and stacking of wire

The maximal size of a pore is d™ax conditionally determined by the
maximal size of a spherical particle (diameter dq in a fig. 2, a), transiting
through a pore, which is equal to a clearance s. The clearance magnitude
between coils is determined by conditions of wire winding.

However, to receive a skew field of winding with uniform pore
structure, it is necessary to take into account the following condition: s > smin,

where smjn — minimally possible magnitude of a clearance between coils,
defined by displacement of unidirectional coils of one stratum in places of
intersection differently directed coils. From a fig. 2, b, where BD = 2d, and
CD = d we can find that: BC = d + s>d*j3. From here: smjn = d • (V3 -1).
Thus, we have:

For wire porous materials the average size of a pore dff characterizing
efficiency of a filtration, is determined according to the formula (2):

dc
n
p =d-^~n 1-/7

. In view of expression 1 we shall receive:

(8-n)d
(6)

These expressions describe structural performances of porous skew
fields of winding and allow substantially to forecast properties of articles on
the wire basis wire obtained by the method of deformation handling.

For definition of force performances of pressing process we shall
calculate the intense-distorted condition of perform as a skew field of winding.
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The high enough regularity of contracts in skew fields of winding
allows to reduce a task to exposition of interaction of wires in simple contact,
namely, to interaction of two adjoining cylinders loaded with concentrated
cramping force.

Let's consider a case, when two identical cylinders, which axes form
some angle 0° <q>< 90° between themselves, are loaded with a point force P.
The scheme of cylinders loading is submitted in a fig. 3. Applying the
cramping force the cylinders are distorted, and originally the dot contingence
passes in a touch on a platform of contact shaped of an ellipse (fig. 3, a).

a)

M

Fig. 3. The scheme of cylinders loading: a) the arising of the platform of
contact; b) dimensional epure of pressure restricted to a surface of the

platform of contact

For research of gains and migrations in a place of contact it is
necessary beforehand to consider the problem about the intense - distorted
condition of cylinders in elastic area of deformation.

Let point force P distribute on a platform of an ellipse, which square is
F = 7i • a • b, where a and b — the large and small semiaxis of an ellipse
accordingly. Dimensional epure of pressure p is restricted to a surface of an
ellipsoid (3) (fig. 3, b), where z is the ordinate of an ellipsoid in an arbitrary
point N (x; y); c is the third semiaxis of an ellipsoid; pmgx is maximal pressure
(at the center of an ellipsoid).

The full load P is connected to pressure p in an arbitrary point of a
platform of contact by an integral P = \p-dF, and the pressure p in this point
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is proportional to ordinate z: p = pmax • — . Then we shall receive:
c

\z-dF. H e r e \z-dF = -••*• a-b-c — t h e v o l u m e o f s e m i -
C F F 3

ellipsoid. From here we discover:
2 P
3 K-a•b

Let's define migrations at ellipsoidal distribution of pressure (fig. 4).

a)

< b ^

Fig. 4. The state of cylinders: a) before deformation; b) after deformation

Let's consider two points AA, and N2 (fig. 4, a) on a surface of
cylinders in an intersecting plane yz being on distance £ from the common
normal, platform, carried out to the center of contact. Under the action of a
point force P there is a strain of cylinders in the contact zone, and their axes
will be pulled together on magnitude 5 (fig. 4, b):

5 = w1 +w2 +z1 +z2, (8)
where w^ and w2 — elastic migrations of points A/., and N2 accordingly;
fz1 + z 2 ) —distance between points A/1 and N2 up to a strain.

The distance between points N^ and N2 can be also noted through
the surfaces of two skew fields equations in an environ of tangency point in
this way O (3):

z1 +z 2 =Ax2 +By2, (9)
where A and 6 — parameters depending on a curvature of principal normal
cuts of adjoining skew fields in point of tangency.

For two cylinders of identical radius rthe parameters A and B look like:
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4 = ^ - - ( 1 - c o s 9 ) ; S = — - ( 1 + cos(p); 2-(A + B) = - . (10)

Considering expressions 8 and 9 in common, we shall receive:

8-(A-x2 +B-y2) = w:+w2. (11)
On the other hand, migration w of an arbitrary point N (x; y), located

inside the ellipse with semiaxes a and b, in which loading P is distributed, can
be defined according to the following formula (3):

.2
W = •

Pmax
E a

b „ 7 a
ab-K--Dx2 --(K-D)y

a b
2 (12)

\where u and E — coefficient of the Poisson and Yung modulus of the
cylinder material; Kand L - complete elliptic integrals of the first and second

sort accordingly; D = — • (K - L); e = 1 1 - — — a relative eccentricity of
el \ \3j

an ellipse.
Equating coefficients at x 2 , y2 and constant terms of the equations

11 and 12, and also utilizing relations 7 and 10, we shall receive the formulas
for definition of:
1) large semiaxis a of an elliptic platform of contact:

•r——, where na = 3 ; (13)
E ^7t-(1 *

2) small semiaxis b of an elliptic platform of contact:

, where nb=i 4 ' ; 1 e -(K-D); (14)
^7C(1 + C0SCp)

3) coming together of adjoining cylinders 8:

P2 [1-u2 I „ J2-(1-COSCP) 1 .
77. U 3 /

4) greatest pressure pmax on a platform of contact:

For convenient use of the obtained dependencies we made the table
of coefficients na, nb, n&, np, included to the calculated formulas composed,
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depending on an angle q>. While compiling it the tables of complete elliptic
integrals were used (4).

The table of coefficients na, nb, np depending on an angle 9

0°
10°
20°
30°
40°
50°
60°
70°
80°
90°

-
6,6317
3,8167
2,7328
2,1360
1,7545
1,4857
1,2855
1,1280
1,0000

-
0,3109
0,4122
0,4930
0,5673
0,6407
0,7171
0,8000
0,8928
1,0000

-
0,4279
0,6038
0,7262
0,8177
0,8870
0,9376
0,9726
0,9931
1,0000

-
0,4861
0,6358
0,7426
0,8254
0,8898
0,9386
0,9728
0,9931
1,0000

In a case, when two identical cylinders with perpendicular axes 9= 90°
interact, we have a circular platform of contact. In this case, having used the
table of coefficients na, nb, n5, np and substituted appropriate values of

coefficients depending on an angle cp into the formulas 13 - 16, we shall
receive:

p m a x = Q 3 6 4 ^ -

Let's define efforts at ellipsoidal distribution of pressure.
As the greatest pressure pmax operates at the center of an elliptic

platform of contact, the greatest interest represents the tension research in
points located on an axis z.

As the analysis of researches of adjoining skew fields tension (3), the
most dangerous at an ellipsoidal platform of contact is the point laying on an
axis z and having coordinate z = 0,31a (a point M in a fig. 3, b). For this
point the equivalent calculated effort o3Ke, scaled on a hypothesis of the
greatest efforts tangents (a hypothesis of a Treska - Saint-Venant) at a
relation of semiaxes of a contact elliptic platform b/a = 0,5, is equal:
o3Kg = 0,65 • pmax. Application of average efforts tangents hypothesis (the
hypothesis Guber - Mises - Genki) gives rather close outcome. And, o3K3

varies at other values of a ratio bia a little. For example, for a circular
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platform of contact ((p=90°;£>/a = 1) the most dangerous point has coordinate
z = 0 ,48a , and the equivalent effort in this point calculated according to a
hypothesis of a Treska - Saint-Venant, is equal: a3Kg = 0,62 • pmgx.

The analysis of these data shows, that the ratio c3Ke / pmgx varies in
rather narrow limits at a ratio modification bla and depends on the shape of
contact platform, and also on the application of this or that hypothesis for
definition of equivalent efforts a little. This circumstance allows to do the
further accounts immediately according to the magnitude of the greatest
pressure pmax on a platform of contact.

For an elliptic platform of contact while two cylinders loading by a point
force P according to a hypothesis of a Treska - Saint-Venant
(o3Kg = o1 - a3 = o T ) the condition of a toughness in view of the formula 16
accepts an aspect:

c3m = 0,65 • pmax = 0,237 • np • J ^ - • ^JL^j = cT. (17)

From here we discover the gain of compression in a simple contact, at
which the plastic deformation occurs:

Let's consider the problem about the intense - distorted condition of
cylinders in plastic area of deformation, having used a method of variable
parameters of elasticity (5).

The equations of toughness theory deformation, which is basic in
many practical accounts (there is also theory of plastic flow, when the plastic
deformation of metal assimilates to current of thick liquid), are possible to
present as the equation of elasticity theory, if a coefficient of elasticity E and
coefficient of Poisson \i to replace in variable parameters of elasticity £ ' and
| i ' . The formulas for their definition are known (5):

E' = Ec;ii' = --^~2'li-^-, (19)

where Ec = — — the intersecting module on the curve of deformation
eo

representing the customary glow iris of deformation at pure tension
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Thus, size of a bonding contact pad, magnitude of adjoining cylinders
coming together, greatest pressure on the contact platform and maxima!
compression gain in plastic deformation simple contact are defined as
follows:

a / = 1 , 1 4 4 . n a . 3 P . r . l ^ l ; (20)

1 - u / 2

b J = 1 , 1 4 4 n b - 3 P - r - ^ ; (21)

(22)

(23)

P' = ^ r < - - 5 - .^T. (24)

The possibility of the exact account contacts in winding skew field
allows to proceed pass from efforts voltages and strains in simple contract to
force and deformation characteristics of pressing process of the whole skew
field.

Thus, in view of the amount of contracts in one stratum n% of a
winding skew field and number of stratums n, the common gain of pressing
will be equal:

P,=nl.n.^.^zf.ya%. (25,
The wire in the wire material stratum can be considered as a multispan

continuous-solid beam by a diameter d with distance between legs /, loaded
in the middle of spans with forces P (a fig. 5). By virtue of a loading symmetry

P
an absolute value of transversal force in spans of a girder (beam) Q = —, and

maximal magnitude (on an absolute value) flexing of the moment in abutment
PI

cuts and in the middle of spans M = .
8

As distance between legs and diameter of a beam - are values of one
order, and / ~ d, seems sensible to define the influence of effort tangents on
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Fig. 5. The scheme of loading of the multispan continuous-solid beam

magnitude on extreme safe bearing loads, at which plastic deformation
occurs.

As the maximal value of transversal force and abutment moment take
M

andplace in the same cuts, we shall calculate a value normal omgx

4 Q
tangents xmax = of efforts in these cuts, taking into account, that section

3 F

modulus for round cut WY =
n-d'

32
, and square of round cut F =

A P I
'max

± ^ = 0,849-4

(26)

(27)

The relations 26 and 27 assume, that the maximal flexural stress in cut
reach the magnitude of a yield point of a wire material, i.e. omax = oT. Then,
carrying out a separate account on normal and tangent efforts, we discover
limiting value of loading P in an elastic loading range. From expression 26
follows, that:

wax 41
(28)
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where % = — > 1,7 a ratio of length of span between legs to a diameter of a

beam, that follows from expression 5.
It is known, that using toughness condition of a Treska - Saint-Venant

TT = — , and toughness condition of Guber - Mises - Genki xT = ^ L . Last
2 r V3

relation is more exact and used for the further accounts. Then, in view of
expression 27:

'max
3-n-d'

8-V3
oT = 0 , 6 8 0 d2 -<3T. (29)

Thus, it is apparent that limiting safe bearing load, at which plastic
deformation occurs, is load scaled on direct stresses. Therefore influence of
tangents of efforts may not be taken into account.

Let's consider curving a beam in plastic area of deformation (fig. 6).

dy

y

a) b) c) d)

Fig. 6. The spreadance of the stress at the elastic and plastic curving

At permissible stress method account the carrying capacity of a girder
is considered exhausted with occurrence of flow in extreme fibers (fig. 6, a).
At the further magnification of loading the area of plastic deformations will be
spreaded deep into cuts, and the elastic kernel will be reduced (fig. 6, b). In
cut the so-called plastic joint is formed which differs from a theoretical joint
(which does not perceive the moment) as it has an operating fixed moment
Mr equal to the limiting moment of interior forces. The moment in a plastic
joint determines by itself a carrying capacity a girder cut. For continuous-solid
girders the formation of one plastic joint yet does not mean loss of carrying
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capacity. Thus, the statically indeterminable girders have a padding
redundancy of hardness.

In our case in each span of a girder there exist three equally
dangerous cuts, in which the plastic joints are simultaneously formed.

So, limiting moment of interior forces Mmax =oT • WT. Her
WT = 2 • S1x— plastic section modulus of round cut; S1x -F^-yc — the static

moment of a half-disk concerning a neutral axis; F, = square of a
8

half-disk; yc = — ordinate of a barycantre of a half-disk. Then:
3 71

d3 d3

SAy = — , and WT = — . From here, the limiting flexing the moment in cut is1Jf 12 6
d3 PI

equal: Mmax = o r . Besides Mmax = -2£*—. Thus, we shall receive:

The expression 30 for the greatest loading at plastic curving is fair at
account without the account of hardening of wire material (fig. 6, c).

Let's consider plastic curving in view of hardening (fig. 6, d).
At curving in a plastic zone Mmgx determine from a condition that the

plastic deformation of extreme filaments of a girder reach strength a s of a
material.

The effort in an arbitrary fiber oy (see fig. 6, d) is equal:

a = oT + — — • 2 • y . The magnitude of the cut limiting moment is equal:

j2
Mmax = \oy • y dF, where dF = by • dy = 2 • J y z • dy. Then:

-d/2L d J V 4

' 6
where WT — plastic section modulus;
Wx — axial section modulus.

Let's rewrite this expression:

W
T
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,32,

j-or-WT.[u^^L.^L\ ( 3 3 )

Let's define migration of force application point P on a Vereshchagin
method (6). In our case (fig. 5) we have:

5

tz • Jx
)• (34)

1 I P • I
where Jx — a moment of round cut inertia, coP1 =(oP2 = —

2 2 8
squares cargo epures of flexings of the moments in span of a girder from an

2 / 1 /
operation of point forces P; yc1 = and yc2 = ordinate epures of

the simple moments which are under barycentres of cargo epures.
In view of these relations from expression 34 it is discovered that:

p. I3

5 a =—— , (35)
P ^ 2 E J V ;

Then, the radial strain of one stratum of winding at different loading
.4

stages in view of expressions 28, 30, 33 and Jx = is defined as
6464

follows.
1. At the moment of approach of fluctuation in wire material:

I2 I2

8P = oT = 0,0833 • - — • aT . (36)
P 12dE T d-E T

2. In plastic loading area, assuming, that the plastic deformation envelopes
all round cut of a wire:

G =o,1415--^— or- (37)
T dE T

G o,1415
9-n-d-E T d-E

3. At plastic curving in view of material hardening:
1 6 - / 2

T dE T
5

p 25-n-d-E T d-E
The summarized strain of one stratum of a skew field of winding in

view of a contact strain at its radial pressing in plastic loading area is equal:
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The study of modification regularities of deformation fields at plastic
deformation in view of starting structure of a winding skew field has allowed to
define ready workpiece structural performances.

The porosity W of workpieces on the basis of a wire obtained by a
deformation handling method is defined by the following expression:

P o + 2 ' " - Q L _ (40)
Do + 2 • n • (2 • d - 8 ) '

The expression of a porosity c' for such articles look like:

c ' = ^ - ^ . (41)

Serpiginousity coefficient '£,' is expressed as follows:

S s-d 8 L U J { djj D 0 + 2 - n - ( 2 - d - 8 ) "
The specific surface of pores S'v is equal:

- A T 1 . Do+2-n-d
d) D 0 + 2 - r ? - ( 2 - d - 5 )

The average size of a pore d'£p is discovered under the formula:

d/<y = 8 j d ± s ) / S U D 0 + 2 . n - d V1

n n I. d j ^ D 0 + 2 - n - ( 2 - d - 5 ) J '
The deriving technique of porous materials with the organized pore

structure is developed. Here is the description of the technique. Wire is
cruciformly wound on mandrel with a condition of winding ensuring preset
performances of an article, in view of consequent deformation of skew field of
winding. The cruciform winding happens at a reciprocative transportation of
wire concerning rotating mandrel in such a manner that the coil are stracked
under some angle to a plane, perpendicular axis of mandrel. Wire winding is
carried out before stacking of necessary amount of stratums, and for winding
one stratum a required amount of passes in both directions is made, ensuring
a fixed clearance between two next unidirectional coils of a stratum and, thus,
shaping meshes of a winding skew field. Reeled-up wire mandrel is put in an
elastic envelope. The assembled mold tool is put in a working concavity of
installation for radial (isostatic) pressing, where high pressure is created.
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Under operation of pressure transmitted through an elastic envelope on a
winding skew field it is hardened and ensures shaping of article final
structure. Then pressure is removed and the shape is extracted from
installation, dismantled and obtained pressing is removed from mandrel.
Further, if it is necessary to collimate the article with padding hardness, the
caking of pressing is possible.

In this work the authors explain the basic aspects of the theory and
technique of deriving of permeable materials with the organized pore
structure by deformation handling. Here the condition of winding skew field
distorted at its deformation is under consideration. The gains and migrations
in places of coil contract of wire and in spans between two next unidirectional
coils are investigated. In view of primary structure of a skew field of winding
and strains at its plastic deformation the structural performances of a ready
article are defined. The technique of deriving of porous permeable materials
is developed on the basis of a wire.
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